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Abstract 

An exhaustive study of the radiation and gain characteristics of a truncated dielectric~coated conducting 
spherical antenna excited in the symmetric TM mode has been reported. The effect of the various 
structure parameters on the radiation and the gain characteristics for a few even and odd order TM",,, 
modes for different structures is shown. The theoretical radiation patterns and gain have been compared 
with experiment. It is found that there is good agreement between theory and experiment in the case 
of TMoli and TMo6 modes. A theoretical and experimental study of the radiation and gain charac
teristics in the frequency range s-o to 12·0 GHz has been reported. 
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1. Introduction 

Significant contributions iu tho field of dic1<:ctriG-Goated antQJ1nas have been n-ade in 
the recent years. Investigations on dielectric-coated cylindrical antennas have. been 
reported by Ting' and Chatterjee et al'. 3. An cxtensiv. theoretical and expcrin:ental 
study of dielectric-coated conducting conical antennas has baen carri.d out by Chattcejee 
et al'.'. Yah' ha, studied the dielectric-coated prolate spheroid as an antenna and 
Neclakanta,wamy7 has reported work done on conducting corrugated sphm:ical antenna,. 
An approximate treatment of the di.lcctric-coated conducting spherical antenna excited 
in the hybrid mode and the symmetric TM mode ha, been reported by Chatterj.e et a/s. '. 

In the present paper, an exhaustive study of the radiation and gain charactadstics of 
a truncated dielectric-coated conducting sphorical antenna excited in the sYILITetric TM 
mode h~~ been done. This is an ext.n'ion of the work reported earlier". A number 
of even and odd order TM .. modes have betln studied. The effect of various structure 
p;u;ameleis on tho radiation characteristics has been reported. The theor.tical results 
dbtained have been verified ·cxpedmcntally. 
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2. Radiation field of the truncated dielectric-coated conducting sphericaJ antenna 

Figura 1 is a photograph of th~ tmnGatad dielectric-coated conducting sphru:ical 
antQnna~. Tho stnlcturc ha5 hean excited in the symmatdc transvc,se magnetic mode 
by a coaxiallinc". Such a structurd 
can he assumed to he excited by a 
dalta-function alacttic Jield somcc 
Eoe-;~t applied normally ovar an 
annulat ring of radius b sin 01 

and width (b - a) sin 0, ; 01 baing 
tho angle of excitation. The nca\,
fi'1ld compoMnts E" E8 and H. art! 
'given by'2 

Ragion I: a";; r ,,;; b FlO. 1. Truncated dielectric-coated conducting spherical 
antennas. 

E; = - L II (nk~ 1) P, (cos 0) [L"i. (k,r) + M"y. (k,r)} e-j~t + E.. (1) 

Ee = - 1i P,: (cos 0) [Lon [k, ri, (k, r)}, + M" [k, ry, (k, r)],} e-J~t + E80 (2) 

Hif, =.!5l.. " P,,' (cos 0) [L"i, (k,r) + M"y. (k,r)le-i~t (3) ]OJl'l L, 

Region II: r~ b 

E; =-L n(n+ l)P.(cosO)N" "-;llk~or) e-fWt (4) 
, 

(5) 

H! = ~ " P~ (cos 0) N .. -k:rh~') (kor) e-jwt 
~ iOJl'o L, 0 

(6) 

k, = WJl'l (" +j~); kO=OJJl'o'('o+j~); 
'1> 1'1> 1T, and '2, fl2' IT. aue the cha~act~dstics of medium I and'II respectively; OJ is th~ 
angulau frequency; p. (cos 0) is the Legend~e fun~tion; i, (k,r), y.(k,r) and h),') (kor) a1:0 
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the spherical Bessel, Neumann and Hankd function of the first kind respectively; L,,, 
M .. and Non aw th~ amplilnde coefficients. a and b are tho inner and outet radius 
r<lSPQ~tively of the dielectric-coated· conducting sphere. 

2.1. Application of Lo~e-Sche!kunoff's equivalence principle 

Knowing the field components inside and outside the dielectric-coated conducting sphere 
the radiation field can be determined by using Love-Schelkunoir's equivalence principle_ 
This principle Gan be stated mathematically as 

~-)o-7 -:)o-?....;. 

J=llxH; M=-nxE (7) 

.. ... ... 
whe.te n is the. outward drawn normal to the surface S, E ?.nd H fire the electric and mag-.. ... 
notic field vectors on the sudacc S; J and M a7C the surf".Ge electric and magnetic curNnt 
densities, respectively. Tho s.uxfecc S is &clcctGd a~ a closed surfa". con;;isting of thc 
surface SI of the truncated dielc,tric-coated conducting sph~;e, the outer surface S, of 
the mode tcan<ducer and an infinitely large sphere S3 to closa it as shown in Fig. 2. The 
only Gu"ent~ of ilnportanae on this surface are the elcctric and magnetic CUrIents on the 
sucfaGo S" assuming the aUrfQnts 011 the surfaces S2 and S, are negligible. 
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FIG. 2. Surface S used in the application of Lo"e~SchelkunofT's equivalence principle S =81 +S::- S~. 
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2.2. Radiation vector. 

The radiation fields at a distant point (r, 1J,<p) are given by 

Eo = YlH", = - 2L ['loLi + L¢] 

E", = -YfHe = -zL [Y/oL:P +Lo} 

(8) 

(9) 

where A, is the free space wave·langth correspcnding to the frequency of excitatior, 'I" 
~ .. 

is the characteristic impedance of free space, L' and Lm afe thc elcctric radic.licn VOGln .. ~ 

and magnetic radiation vector respectively. L' and L" are expressed as 

(10) 

(11) 

~ ~ 

where 13, = ko = 21//Ao = OJ vji~~ outside the sphere, dp' and dp" are the moments of 
the eleotric and magnetic current elements situated at the source point P (r', e', ¢') and are 
expressed as 

~ ." ... 
dp' = en x H)d. 
~ ...... 
dp" = - (n X E) ds 

(12) 

(13) 

ds is an elementary area on the surface of the truncated dielectric-coated conducting sphere 
= b' sin IJ dO d¢_ PQ is the distance between the source point P (r', 0', <p') and the 
distant point Q (r, IJ, ¢)_ 

PQ = r - r' cos e cos 0' - r' sin IJ sin 0' cos (¢ -t/>') 

= r -b cos 0 coslJ' -b sin o sin IJ' cos(t/> -<p') 

since r' = b on the surface of the truncated dielectric·coated conducting sphere. 

The electrio and magnetic ourtent densities (eqn. 7) are given by 

~ -+ ~ -+ 
M=-n XE=-¢Eg• 

Therefore eqns. (12) and (13) become 

~ .... 
dp' = -OH .. , ds 

(14) 

(IS) 

(16) 

(17) 
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(18) 

Eoi and He' being the magnetic and electric field components en the surfzce ofthe dielectric
coated conducting sphere, given by cqns. (5) and (6). Substituting e'lns. (17) and (lO) 
in eqll$. (10) and (11), we get 

-7 8, 
L' =~ f 

8'=0 

~ b sin {hin 8' GOS (¢ ~¢')]]~; Eo,cxp(~jUJt) b2 sinO' dO' d¢' 

-)- fJ 1 

Lm .-~ f f exp[jk,[l'~bGosOcoSO' 
8'=0 ¢'''''o 

-> 

(19) 

~b sin 0 sin 1/' cos(¢ ~(/>'m 0' H~, exp (~jwt) b2 sin 0' dO' d¢'. (20) 

A transformation to rectangulae coordinate, gives 

L;! =L{j,Go:::O'coscpr, L~l ~ LOI GOS ()'s.in<f;', L~' =·-L'3,sinO'. 

1hereforc on transfOlmatlOll, we i.et 

(), 

L; = ~2nj b2 sin¢ exp [j(kor ~ wtJ] f 1, (k,b sin 0 sin 1/') 
e,=() 

:< cxp (~jkob cos 0 cos 0') Eo' sin 0' dO' 

0, 
L; = 2njb' cos¢ exp [J(k,l' ~wt)l B'£O J, (k,b sin 0 sin II') 

X exp (~jkob cos 0 cos 0') Ev sin 0' dO' 

L: =0 

0, 
D;: =2"ib2 cos¢exp [j(kor-wt)] J I, (k,b sin 0 sin 0') 

B'=o 

X exp (jk,b cos 0 cos 0') H., cos 0' sin 0' dO' 

8, 
L': = 2"jb' sin¢ oxp [j(kor~wt)l f I, (kobsin o sill 0') 

(),~o 

X exp (~jkob cos. 8 cos 0') H", sin 0' cos 0' dO' 

8, 
L~ = 2nb' exp U(k,r - wt)] f 1" (kob sin 0 sin 0') 

()I::O 

/( exp (jk,b cos 0 cos 0') H,,' sin' 0' dO'. 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 
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At tho distant point Q we have 

La = cos 0 CO&t/J L1 + COs.O sinr:p L; -sinO L~ 

La :::..- cos 0 GOscjj L~ + cos () sin<fJ L~'-sin (J Lr;; 

L; = -sintjJ L~ + GosljJ D:. 
Therefore, we have on simplification 

g, 
q, = 2n) b' oxp [j (k,r ._- wtJl J J1 (k,b sin () sin 0') 

8'=0 

X exp (-}k,b cos () cos 0') Eo' sin II' dO' 

0, 
L~ = 2n} h' GOS 0 exp [J (k,r - WI)] S Jdk,b sin II sin 8') 

8'''''0 

X exp ( - jk ,b eos (} cos II') H~, GOS 8' sin ()' dO' 

0, 
- 2nb' sin () axp [(j (k"r - col)] J J" (k"b sin 0 sin 0') 

fV .. o 

X exp (-jk,b cos (} GaS 0') H¢, sin' 0' dO' 

L; =0. 

Substituting for Ee, and Hq,' from eqns. (5) and (6) in eqns. (28) and (29), we have 

L"¢ = 2nj b' NOn [k,b hi:i",b)l' exp [J(k,r - wI)] 

0, 
x J J, (k,b sin () sin 0') exp (-jkob cos (} cos 0') 

0'-0 

:< p~ (cos 0') sin 0' dO' 

Le = 2nb' Non~ r.:11 (k,b) exp [}(k,r-cot)] 
JWf1(1 

0, 
>: [J cos (J oLe J , (k,b sin () sin 0') exp (-}k,b cos 0 GOS 0') 

0, 
:c p~ (cos 0') cos 0' sin 0' dO' - sin 0 o,t J, (k ,b sin () sin 0') 

x exp (-jkobcosO cosO') p~ (cos IJ') sin' 0' dO']. 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 
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2.3. Radiation field 

Substituting in cqns. (8) and (9), we hav~ the expression for the radiation Held, 

(33) 

- - j [2 b2 ko N h'" (k b) - 2-1 n 110":--- tl1I 1'1 0 
!"or JWpo 

x exp [j(knr-w()][jeosO }' J,(kobsinO sinO') 
11'=0 

>; c::xp (- jkob GO.S 0 GOS 0') p~ (cos 0') GaS (J' sin 0' dO' 

B, 
- sin (J .r J o (kob sin 0 sin 0') exp (- jkob GaS 0 cos 0') 

(j1"",O 

p; (cos 0') sin' f}' dO'l + 2njb' Non [kobhl';-~":nb)t 

G' 
X exp [j(kor -{Dt)1 .r J, (kob sin (f sin 0') 

8?::;;o 

X exp (-jkob cos 0 cos 0') P; (cos 0') sin 0' dO'l. (34) 

The radiation pattern in the plane </> = 00 is given by eqn. (34) itself since this equatic n 
is independent of 1>. 

In the above expression No .. is the external amplitude coefficient cf thc dielectric-cealed 
conducting sphere, a and b arc the inner and outer r.1dii respectively, J o and J, are the 
Bessel fu.nctions of order zero and one respectively. 

3. Gain of the antenna 

The exp"e~sion for tha gain ig 

G · _ r' 1 Eo 1!>=/110 
alll- - W

R
/47r 

whee" 1 Eo 1 i. the radiation neld given by eqn. (34), ~o is the intrinsic impedance of frce 
'pace = 377Q and WR is the total power radiated given by 

TV" =!E. " 
'10 

1 Eo I' sin 0 dO. (35) 
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Th~,~fo,e th~ expre:~sion for the gain is 

Gain = 4",' I Ee I;,~h" 
To (36) 

'10 J 
0=0 

I Ee I' sin 0 dtl 

4. Numerical computation 

Th~ radiation and gain Gharac,t~d~tics of th~ antenna h'lve:' been Gomputed num~tically 
for diffe,ent struGtures for rew TM •• modes u~ing ~qm. (34) and (36). 

A theoretioal study of the radiation characteristics ha~ been made (i) for different values 
of a var:ed fcom 1'0 to 4'0 Gm for fixed values of (b -a) and 0" (ii) as a function 
of(h -a) va:ied from 0'02 to O'2cm for fixed values of a and 1J

" 
(iii) as a function 

of IJ, for (j, va"yi,lg from 100' to 160' for various truncated dielectric-coated conducting 
spherical antennas. The computation, have be~n carded out for the excitation frequency 
= 9' 37$ GHz and for a value of E" the relative p~rmittivity of the coating matecial = 
2' 56. In aU caseS the first six modes have been con$idered. Some cases of equatorial 
tlxcitation have been studied taking the odd order TM o1 , TM03 and TMo. modes into 
oon~ideration. The frequency dependance of the radiation characteristics ha~ been 
stu.died for frequ'lllcies in the range g·o to 12·0 GHz. 

5. Analysis 

5.l. Radiation patterns 

Th~ theo,etical analysis lead. to the following conclusions: 

(1) The radiation pattetn of the truncated dielectric-Goared conducting spherical 
an!.::nna excited in tho symmetric TM mode is characterized by a null in the forward 
direction (8 = 0°) and two main lobes situated symmetrically with respect to the axis 
of the: antenna and a few side lobes for the case of the odd and even order TM .. modes. 
Th, theoretical radiation patterns at diffarent frequencies are shown in Fig. 11. 

(2) Position of main lobe : 

eil For :fixed values of a, b and ti, for a particula. frequenoy of excitation, the main 
lobe shifts towards the axis a. the order of the mode increases (Table I). 

(ii) As a increases, the main lobe sbifts towards the axis (Fig. 3). 

(iii) The main lobe position shows only a slight variation with ooating thickness 
for any particular mode comidered when all othe, parameters are held constant (Fig. 3). 

(iv) With aU the other paramete:s remaining c;onstant the main lobe shifts towards 
the axis with inc!€nsing valu~s of a fa, the TM .. m.ode. Fat the TM" mode it i. seen 
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Table I 

Radiation characteristics of the truncated dielectric-coated conducting spherical antenna 
(Theoretical) 

a=2'5cm, b=2'6rm, 8,=140 °, f=9'375GHz, E, =2'56. 

Mode ™ol ™oz ™oa TMn4 ™oli ™oB 

position of t.he main 
lobe (degrees) 97 135 149 157 18 

Boom width (degrees) 61 39 29 24 27 20 

No. of side lobes 2 4 

that the main lobe .hift1 toward. the axis up to a certain value of a and then moves away. 
For the TM'b TM o2, TMo3 and TMo. modes, the main lobe is further away from tbe 
axis and shows a diff.zent variation with a fot each mode (Fig. S). 

(v) The position of the rr:ain lobe is affected ccn.iderably by the angle of 6xcitation 
0" the other parameters being held constant (Fig. 7). 

(vi) As the frequency of excitation is inCIeased keeping the other pararr.etcrs ccnstant, 
the main lobe shifts towards the axis for a particular rr.ode (Table II). 

(3) Beam width of the main lobe : 

(i) Fot fixed values of a, band 0, fot a particular frequency of excitation, the beam 
width de"rtlas~s as the orde< of the mode iuw;eases (Table I). 

Table n 
Frequency dependence of the radiation characteristics ('Iheoretical) 

Frequency (GHz) 8'0 9'0 10'0 11'0 12'0 

Position of the main lobe 18 17 17 16 15 

(degrees) 

Beam widtb (degrees) 18-5 lS,O 17-0 16'5 15-5 

No. of side lobes 4 4 4 4 
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FIG. 3. Varia.tion of tr.e positicn of the main lobe 01. = 130". 
with coating thickness. f= 9·375 GHz, Br = 2-56, 
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Fro, 4. Variation of main lobe beam width with 
coating tbckness. f = 9'375 GHz, 8r = 2'56. FIG. 6. Variation of the main lobe beam width 
8

1 
= 1300, with the inner radius (a '. f =9'375 GHZ, B, = 2'56, 

B, ~ 130'. 

(ii) The beam width daoraas~> as a inera'lsao, (Fig. 3). 

(Ui) The r.alf powa; beam width &hows only a slight variation with Goating thiekne" 
for any partienlal: modo whe.n aU the othe, paramotars arc kapt constant (Fig. 4). 

(iv) The. half powa; htlam width shows a vadation with a which is diffe;:ont for each 
modo when all othor jl'l,ameto," '1',0 maintained constant. For the TM Ol , TM", TM" 
and TM" modc;s tho beam width is ~'inimum for a eortain value of a different in each 
caso. For the TM" and TM'G modes, it is minimum for the largest value of a considered 
(Fig. 6). 

(v) The. beam width shows a va,iation with the anglo of excitation 0, for fixed value, 
of a, (b - a) and the ftoquanoy of excitation (Fig, 8). 

(vi) Tho main lobo heam width deerea'cs with increase in the frequency of excitation 
for any partiGular mode (Table IT). 

The variation of tho position of tho main lobo with coating thickness for the case of 
equatori"l excitation is shown in Fig. 9 for tho. TM'h TM" and TM" modtlS. For all 
~hll'e mod.s only a slight vadation with coating thickness is seen. 
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For the. TM'b TM" and TM'5 modes in the case of equatorial excitation, the beam 
width shows only a slight variation with coating thicknc50 (Fig, 10), 

(4) Side lobes: 

A theoretical study of the numher, position and relative intensity of the side lobes 
has boen made for the antenna and the resnlts are presented in Table A (see Appendix). 

(i) The number of side lobes increases with increase in a for the antennr. for any 
particular mode (Table A-Appendix). 

(ii) The total numbe, of side lobes increases with increase in the order of the mode 
for any particular antenna. (Tabla I). 

(iii) For any particular mode, the number of side lobes tends to remain constant 
with increase in the f"quency of excitation (Tabla II). 

From the theoretical analysis it Gan be conGluded that tho radiation characteristics 
arc affcotad by the structure parameters to varying extents. 

"'('fr' . MOo., '" ,0 ~ 
," 

" 

so 1:10 160 '" ," e, I~ dc~'u, ., I~ ~t4'tn 

FIG. 7. Variation of the position of the main lobe 
with (A. f = 9·375 GRz, 8, = 2·56. 
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FIG. 8. Variation of main lobe beam width with OJ. 
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~r~. 9: Variation of the position of the main lobe 
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FIG. 10. Variation of the main lobe beam width 
with coating thickness for equatorial excitation. 
f = 9'375 GHz, 8, = 2·56. 
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5.2. Gain characteristics 

The theoretical analysis of the gain chal:'!c!oristics leads to the following conclusions: 

(i) The gain of the antenna shows a variation with Goating thickness fOt eacb mode 
and has a maximum for d'ffecent valu~s of the coating ttickncss for each mode in all the 
casas studied (Fig. 12). 

(ii) The angle of excitation OJ affects the gain considerably and the variation is diff.· 
rent for each mode for fixed values of a, band the frequency of excitation (Fig. 13). 

(iii) The gain varies with the value of the inner radius a going through maximum and 
minimum vames at different values of a fot each mode, when (b ~ a) and (}l are kept 
constant (Fig. 14). 

(iv) The value of the gain varie, considerably foc each individual wode with " the 
relative p,mittivily of the coating mate iaI when the other p"ram,Mrs are kept constant 
(Fig. 15). 

(v) The gain is found to vary with the frequency of excitation for fixed value, of a, b 
and 0,. The variation is different for eaoh mode for all the case;; ,tudie.d (FIg. 16). 

Sl(on~." "'M. :l"'O~ 
".6-_ 

FIG. 11. Normalized radiation patterns at different 
frequencies for different structures (Theoretical). 
B, ~ Z·S6. 
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r ----~s 

'l-===: 
,.a~ 

01.> u.oa 1),1~ 
(b-al rJJ ,mS' 

FIG. 12. Variation of gain with coating 
thickness. f =.9'375 GHz, er =2-56, 
0, ~ 130'. 
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FIG. 13. Variation of gain with the inner 
radius • a'. f = 9 ·375 GHz, [;r = 2·56, 
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FIG. 14. Variation of the gain with Sf the relative 
permittivity of the coating material. f =9 375 GHz, 
e, = 2 '56, (h = 130°, 
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FIG. 15. Variation of gain with the frequency of excitation. 

The vatiation of tha gain with (b - a) and a for the case of equatorial excitation is 
shown in Figs. 17 and 18 for the TM", TM" and TM05 modes. 
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From the theoretical analysis of 
the gain of the truncated dielectric
coated conducting ',pherical antenna 
it may be concluded that the gain is 
affected significantly by tho various 
structure parameters mentioned 
above. 

6_ Experimental verification 

6.1,. Radiation pattern and gain 
characteristics 

Fm. 16. Variation of gain with angle of excitation (A. The radiation patterns and gain 
f=9'375 GHz, 6,=2'56. characteristics have been measured 

at the frequ.ency 9' 375 GHz at the 
out-door microwave laboratory. The expe;iments have aho been condu.Gted in the 
range 8'0 to 12'OGHz at the antenna test range at LRDE, Bangalore, and at the 
miGJ.'owave anechoic chamber at DLRL, Hyderabad. 
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FIG. 17_ Variation of gain with coating thickness for 
equatorial excitation. f = 9·375 GHz. 8r = 2·56. 

FIG. 18. Variation of gain with the inner radius' a I 
for equatorial excitation. f = 9 '375 GHz, sr =2'56. 
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The observed radiation patterns are shown in Figs. 19 G, b, c along with the theoretical 
pattems. The patlerm have been normalized w.r.t. the maxiul1Lm of the radiated powc.;. 

The theoretical radiation patterns hgvc been shown only for the TMo5 on TM06 mode. 
It is seen that there is good ag:'eement b.etween theory and experiment for these modes. 
The comparison between theory and experiment shows that: 

(1) the position of the main lobe for all the structures studied experimentally compares 
well with theory. 

(2) there is good agreetr,ent between the beam width of the main lobe for the experi
mental and calculated pattems. 

(3) the nl>lnbee of side lobes obtained 6xpotimentally differ,; in a fow CaSes from that 
obtained theoretically. The positions of the side lobes agree fairly well with experiment 
and theory. 

(4) the amplitudes of the side lobes obtainGd theOJ;etical1y and experimentally show 
faiTI .geeernent. 

• • 2.11 cm~ 
b • 2·" ct,,~ 
e,=ISG.O· 

S'Ton~u~ modi: n ... 0& 

~~~.~<m. 

flF15g'3' 

St'Orl9tSt mo.d.~TMoS 
-n.6Th.orotital 

E~ptt 

G. 19 a. Theoretical and experimental norn1alized 
diation patterns. f=9'375 GHz. 8,=2,56. 

~ • 2.$ ~m. 
b'l·<JC<TI' 
lJ"1' I~ I. • 

StmngH' mOd.:I .. O.:.. 

-- ~<C; T"",,""'"' 
('pl,. 

FiG. 19 h. Theoretical and experimental normalized 
radiation patterns. l:r::c.:" 2·56. 
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.... 2.$ emo 
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E~DIL 

f· Il .OGj.j, 

• ,n 'fil' .... 

FIG. 19 c. Theoretical and experimental 
normalized radiation patterns. 8, = 2·56. 

awoernent between theoty and experiment for 
as is evident from Table IV. 

Table III 

(5) Th@ positions of the minima and 
their intensities in the experimental 
pattems compa,e well with the caleu. 
Iated patt·)rI1s. 

An attempt has been made to detet. 
mine the effect of the othe, modes 
combined with the TM" and TM08 
modes on the radiation pattetn. The 
radiation patterns for the combined 
modes, the TMo, mode and the ex· 
perimental pattexn at a frequency 
f = 9' 375 GRz are shown in Fig. 20. 
There is no aweement between the 
experimental and theoretical pattern 
for the combinod modes. Th. position 
of the main lobe and the main lobe 
beam width for the combined mode 
and the individual TM05 and TM06 
modes along with tho experimental 
resnlts is given in Tables III and IV 
for the frequency of excitation = 9' 375 
GRz. In Table Iff it i, seen that 
there is comidec.ble divergence bet. 
ween theory and experiment iu eaoh 
of tho Gases:, whe,eas there is close 
the individual TM" and TM" modes 

Comparison of the theoretical position of the main lobe and the main lobe beam widtb 
for six modes combined with experiment 

f = 9· 375 GlJz 

Position of the main lobe Main lobe beam width in 
in degrees degrees 

oem bern 0, degs ~ ------~ ----------
Theory Expt Theory Expt 

1'6 1'8 135'1 30 23 40 20 
1'75 2'25 145·6 26 20 27 20 
2·8 2·9 154'0 20 14 19 18 
3·0 3'25 156·9 20 14 20 13 
3'5 3'6 15~·3 18 12 1~ 12 
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Tho results of the gain obtained ex
perimentally are given in Table V along 
with the theoretical results for various 
stEucturos. Table VI gives the experi
mental and theoretical values at different 
frequeucies of excitation. It is seen that 
tb.e experimental values agree wIth the 
theoretical results for tht: TMo5 and TM" 
modes. The values of the gaiu obtained 
expdmentally and those obtained theore
tically for the summation of the fu;st six 
modes at a frequency of 9·375 GHz (not 
giveu he,e) diffef considerably. 

7. Conclusions 

Th~ theor,etiaal and experimental investi
gations on the r,adiation cha'acteristics 
of the tmnGatad dielGctcic-aoated conduc
tiug spherical antenna lead to the follow
ing conclusions: 

... < a em, 
~ .2 g <rTlj 

0,,15 ... 0· 

- S!'O~guT rno~.;l"'Oij 

~--5~m of .r. mOdel 
__ E."oer''''tO'al 

d in d.~ru. 

b ~ 3"25 ,m, 
8,=1559" 

~~1ron'1.,tmod·:''''OJl, 

- __ SuI» 01 ,;~ m~~c. 

__ Eyprr,mr"\(11 

(I) The stmature excited ill the Sy111- io 0<0.'" 

mettic TM modE: in tht: ftequeuGY range .FIG. 20. The normalized radiation pattern for the 
8'0 to 12'0 GHz is Gha1.'(lGtt:rized by a. strongest mode and the sum of first six modes with 

radiation pattern having a nul] on the the experimental pattern. [= 9-375 GHz, 81'=2'56. 

axis (0 = 0°) and two major lobes situated symmetrically with respect to the axis, ~nd a 
rew side lobes. 

Table IV 

Comparison of the theoretical position of the main lobe and the main lobe beam width for 
the individual modec with experiment 

f ~ 9·375 GHz 

Position of the main Main lobe width in 
lobe in degrees degrees 

a cm bern 01 degs Mode --_._-_._----
Theory Expt Theory Expt 

--~---~ -~~--

1·6 I·S 135·1 TMo5 26 23 44 20 
1·75 1'25 145·6 TMo5 18 20 25 20 
2·8 2·9 154·0 TMo6 16 14 19 18 
3·0 3·25 156·9 ™oG 12 14 14 13 
3·j 3·6 159·} TM~fJ 12 12 n 12 
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Table V 

Comparison of the theoretical and ex pcrimenta~ values of gain 

Theorcticl1 gain in db for mode ExperimenL,1.J 

a em bern 01, degs value of 

™ol TMo~ TMo3 TM(I'i TMo5 TMo6 gain in db 

-- --_.---- -- --------- -~~~-- ----~~------~------

1·6 1·8 135-1 1·77 3·76 6·38 4,.33 5'41 2·94 5·05 

1·75 2·15 145·6 2-26 3·74 4·44 6·30 4·67 3'28 4·75 

2-8 2"9 154·0 2..:26 3'09 4-77 7·06 6·82- 7·~4 7·55 

3·0 3·25 156·9 2·19 3·55 5·90 5·78 6-76 5·45 6·55 

3·5 3'6 159· 3 2-34 5·34 3'80 5·42 6·64 5·84 6·05 

Table VI 

Comparisnn of the theoretical and experimental valnes of gain at different frequencies 

Frequency 
Theoretical gain in db for mode 

inGHz Experimental 
TMol TMI)2 TMo3 TMo4 TMo5 TMo6 gain in db 

----~--------------------- ---------

8·0 2·44 3'29 4·68 6·31 5·99 5·68 5·60 

9·0 2-21 3·30 4·60 6·59 7·10 5·76 6·80 

10·0 2-20 3·39 4-28 3·06 7·76 2·84 6·30 

11·0 2'47 3'81 6·46 5·84 7·29 5·93 5·80 

(2) The radiation Gharactodstics of the antenna are sensitive to the various stmetor. 
paramet~rs: such a'). the innti; radius, coating thickncf)s, angle of excitatIon, etc., and hence 
Gan be eonttolled by a suitable choice of the parameters. 

(:') Thec" is ag,eement between the experimental and theoretical radiation charae· 
tocistie, for the TM05 and TMo6 modes. 

(4) Th~ antenna has a low gain. 
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Appendix 

Table A 

PARVEEN WAillD AND R_ CHATTERJEE 

The number, position and relative intensity of the side lobes with respect to the main.lobe 
for the dielectric-coated. condncting spherical antenna 

(b~a)=O'lcll1, 01 =140"', !=9'375GHz, E:,.-,-,,2-56. 

acm bem 

1-0 I-I 

1·5 1-6 

2·0 2-1 

2·5 2'6 

3-0 'I-I 

3-5 ]-6 

4-0 4-1 

]-0 I-I 

1-5 1-6 

2-0 2-1 

2-5 2'6 

3-0 3-1 

3-5 3-6 

4-0 4-1 

No. of side lobes for mode 

TMul 

2 

2 

2 

3 

TMO)..l-

4 

4 

4 

4 

Position (in degs.) and relative intensity (ill db) of the side lobes (in brach.cts) 
for mode 

27 
(-7-31) 

27 
(-7-31) 

41(-1-08) 29(-1-87) 49(-1-05) 
lSI (--0-30) 

41(-1-17) 29(-2-85) 25(-1-48) 39(--1-44) 
87(-3-67) 51(-0-14) 137(--1-81) 

159 (-2-71) 

37(-2-46) 27(->-73) 25( 1-9(;) 87(-1-57) 23(- loll) 
89(-5-36) 55(- 4-01) 129(-3-41) 73(- 1-01) 

III (-2-55) 161\- 3·92) 157(- 2'82) 

33(-3-03) 25(-4'28) 23(-4-02) 85(-3'92) 71 (- 4-95) 
93(-5'78) 55(-6-0l) 125(-2-64) 103(- 4'33) 

111(-5'12) 161(-1-47) 135(- 7-07) 

29(-3'39) 23(-4'43) 19(-5'35) 23(-1-61) 71(- 8'22) 
65(-9'69) 55(-6-72) 85(-2-52) 103(- 6·86) 
95(-4'80) 113(-6-29) 123(-3-64) 137(- 5-88) 

27(-7'33) 
6:)(-2'56) 

25(-4-49) 
57(-2'09) 

165(- ].52) 

21 (-3'S7) 17(-5'97) 21(-4-07) 4H-Il-IS) 
67(-8'84) 55(-7-03) 47(-6-97) 71 (- 9'42) 
95(-3-16) liS (-6'1I) 87(-7-65) 103(- S·13) 

12',(-5'53) 133(- 5'47) 

17(-2'72) 13(-5'85) 25(-6'56) 41(- 8'86) 
49(-7'43) 67(-6-67) 49(-6-17) 73(-10'6) 
95(-·1'76) 113(-5'19) 89(-8'13) 103(- S'(7) 

123 (-6'72) 133 (- 5'59) 




